
 

 

 

 

   

 



 

Introduction 
 

What do the most successful health programs all over the world have in common? 

It may seem like an obvious question, but it takes an awful lot of trial and error to find the right 

answer.  At Nudge, we’ve worked with hundreds of businesses each year since our launch to 

figure out why some programs thrive, and some flounder. 

Sometimes the formula for success involved great marketing; sometimes brilliant assessments; 

other times inspiring weekly group sessions. But EVERY success has this one thing in common: 

They master the ability to keep health top-of-mind for each of their participants. 

Think about it.  How many competing priorities are you juggling in your life right now?  I bet you 

feel like you’ve ‘dropped the ball’ on at least one of them, right?  Don’t you hate that feeling? 

Every person in your program is experiencing this same challenge.  Health programs fail when 

participants get distracted by life’s other priorities long enough to decide they’ve failed. 

Nudge can help you keep your program top-of-mind.  Our mobile coaching platform makes it 

easy for you and your team to manage, but technology isn’t everything. 

In the rest of this document you’ll see that it’s just 1 of the 3 key things you’ll need to get in place 

before you’re ready to optimize engagement in your health program.  
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Next Step:  Schedule your intro call with us online at nudgecoach.com/call. 
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First, You Need An Effective Program   

(enhanced by a customized mobile coaching protocol) 

 

“Plans are of little importance, but planning is essential.” 

Winston Churchill 

 

Your program is essential quite simply because no one will participate if you can’t show them you 

have a clear plan for their success.  You need participants to buy-in, and they won’t do it unless 

you can clearly show them how you can solve their problems and make their lives better. 

But if you have your program honed in, and you have participants enrolled or ready-to-go, then 

we can work with you to do something special. 

Our team members are pioneers of remote health coaching and the science of digital health 

engagement that makes everything we design, from our platform to our framework, work for you 

and your participants. 

Our journey together will begin with helping you supplement your existing program(s), with a 

remote coaching communications protocol that will keep you program top-of-mind and keep your 

participants engaged for the long haul. 

If you’re already itching to get started, we totally understand. But before you do, remember there 

are two more things that you are going to need in order to optimize your program’s success... 
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Second, You Need A Powerful Platform  

(that makes it easy for people to engage remotely) 

 

“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.” 

Albert Einstein 

 

If any company out there tries to sell you a online coaching software that will engage your 

participants for you - run as fast as you can in the other direction. 

Something as uniquely human as health, and specifically, the challenges of changing deeply 

ingrained behaviors, will not be solved by any “robocoach” A.I. any time soon. 

The truth is, software alone will never “become” your solution - but good technology should 

absolutely enhance and enable your solution. 

Nudge is a complete platform including coaching management software for your team (Nudge 

Coach), and a personalized mobile health app for your participants (Nudge Health). 

We can even custom-brand the complete solution to launch new iPhone and Android apps 

specifically for your program. 

Our platform is designed to strengthen relationships between coaches and participants and 

streamline key processes to make customizing your program easy.  But before we set you up 

with the tools you need, there is one more thing you’ll need to fully harness their power... 
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Third, You Need Specialized Training   

(in the subtle science of remote health coaching) 

 

“The stickiest form of engagement is a human relationship.” 

Phil Beene 

 

Your team doesn’t have to be big - it can even start with just you - but the key point is this: 

If you want to keep each participant’s mind honed in on their health throughout your program; if 

you want to keep them accountable, adherent and on track for success; then you (and your team) 

are going to need to become experts at remote health coaching. 

Led by Chief Science Officer, Dr. Steve Feyrer-Melk, the Nudge team has pioneered remote 

health engagement by elegantly applying evidence-based behavior change models like the 

Transtheoretical Model of Behavior Change to digital coaching communications. 

Our learnings have been consolidated into our simple “Nudge Framework” that we use to 

customize a mobile health coaching strategy to fit and enhance your unique program. 

During the process you’ll get a crash course in behavior change science, learn how to 

personalize communications to match individuals, and you’ll come out with a specific messaging 

workflow designed specifically to engage participants in your unique programs. 

The next step is a simple one...  
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Schedule your intro call with us 
today to start the process of 

enhancing your program. 
 

“It’s what you learn after you know it all that counts.” 

John Wooden 

 

Our goal is to make it easy to find out if your program is a good fit for mobile coaching powered 

by the Nudge platform. And you’re already on your way! Here’s what comes next: 

✅✅  STEP 1  Fill out our simple online intro assessment. 

__  STEP 2  Schedule a brief intro call with us to discuss your goals & unique needs. 

__  STEP 3  Work with our team to develop your ideal mobile coaching protocol. 

__  STEP 4  Set up your Nudge Coach account & grow engagement in your program. 
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